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Abstract
Localization is one of the most interesting research areas in wireless networks. It is mostly
used for tracking and monitoring applications such as traffic monitoring, search and
rescue, navigation and so on. A good quality system can be defined from its accuracy when
operating in severe interference environments that contaminate the signals and therefore
reduce the system performance. The main issue for localization is channel propagation,
e.g., line of sight or non-line of sight channel which should be studied in order to improve
the system efficiency.
In order to perform a localization, most algorithms use two steps: ranging and
positioning. For ranging, the two popular techniques that are widely used for distance
measurement are received signal strength (RSS) and time of arrival (TOA). RSS ranging
technique uses the power of the received signals to identify the distance between a
transmitter and a receiver. TOA ranging technique uses time of the signal traveling
between a transmitter and a receiver to identify the distance, thus it requires
synchronization. The measurements are processed by using a localization algorithm
afterwards. However, these techniques suffer from multipath fading and other errors, so
there always exists error in the estimated position.
In this thesis, TOA ranging technique is used for different estimation methods.
Simulation results are performed using MATLAB, while the real results are obtained from
Pozyx indoor positioning platform. Several estimation algorithms comprising of
maximum likelihood (ML), linearized least square (LLS), weighted centroid (WC), and
fingerprinting (FP) are studied in detail. The testing area is indoor environment which is
suitable for LOS, NLOS and combined situations. The measured data is then used for
ranging and localization. We concentrate on comparing and discussing these results in this
thesis.
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Notation
Abbreviation/
Acronym

Meaning

AOA

Angle of arrival

CIR

Complex impulse response

DP

Direct path

FPE

Fingerprint estimation

GPIO

General purpose input/output

GPS

Global positioning system

I/O

Input output

IDE

Integrated development environment

I2C

Inter-integrated circuit

LOS

Line of sight

LLSE

Linearized least square estimation

MLE

Maximum likelihood estimation

NLOS

Non line of sight

PDF

Probability density function

RMSE

Root mean square error

RSS

Received signal strength

TOA

Time of arrival

WCE

Weighted centroid estimation

USB

Universal serial bus
x

Abbreviation/
Acronym

Meaning

UWB

Ultra wide band

1
Introduction
This chapter provides overall ideas of this thesis and contains Background, Goal, problem
statements, limitation, and Outline sections.

1.1 Background
Over a decade, localization is one of a daily applications in our life, for example Global
Positioning System (GPS) is a widely used and well-known application. GPS is utilized
to determine an object position by analyzing the information obtained from satellites.
However, GPS system is limited to LOS situation and the propagation channel between a
GPS receiver and GPS satellites is interfered by weather or an obstacle and thus make the
signal weaker leading to degrading estimation accuracy [1], [19]. To shed light on the
issue, other localization systems from wireless and cellular networks are introduced to
support the core system (GPS) [1]. This allows a localization system to be able to operate
in indoor environments as well.
There are many localization applications which operate indoor and outdoor. However,
they suffer from mutual interference, multipath fading and direct path blockage that
degrade reliability of the applications [2], [19]. For this reason, estimation techniques are
introduced to solve the aforementioned difficulties in positioning. It is worth emphasizing
that the positioning results are often not true positions but it is expected that the estimated
version is close to the actual ones [3].

There are many techniques for ranging and positioning [2]. Two such techniques are
widely used for distance measurement. These are based on the received signal strength
(RSS) and on the time of arrival (TOA). RSS ranging technique measures the power of
the received signals to identify the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
Meanwhile, TOA ranging technique calculates the time that the signal travels to the
receiver, and then identifies the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
Consequently, this technique requires time synchronization for both the transmitter and
the receiver [1], [2].
In this thesis, TOA technique with the different localization methods is used to estimate
positioning results. The positioning techniques used in this project are LLSE, MLE, WCE,
and FPE. The results are then compared with the true positions to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the different estimation methods under various test scenarios.

1.2 Goal
In this thesis, the main goal is to analyse and compare different TOA estimation techniques
using actual data obtained from the experiments performed at Linköping University’s
premises. The data is collected for different scenarios: LOS, NLOS and combination of
both. Performance of several estimation techniques, i.e., LLSE, MLE, WCE, FPE, are
manifested by the numerical results.

1.3 Problem statements
This thesis aims at answering the following questions:
• Do the various estimation techniques obtain different results with the same tested data?
• What cause the variation of the estimated results?
• For a given set of the test data which technique gives the best performance?
• What can improve the performance of the estimators?
• What is different between the measurements in LOS, NLOS, and a combination of
both?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of each estimation technique? (in terms of
cost, complexity, robustness,….)

1.4 Limitations
The thesis focuses mainly on using different localization techniques based on time of
arrival (TOA) for indoor positioning. The techniques consist of: LLSE, MLE, WCE, FPE,
and Pozyx built-in function (UWB-only estimation). A major problem for indoor
positioning is the situation of NLOS, while the ideal one would be LOS. Thus, three
scenarios: LOS, NLOS and combination of both are used in our experiments. Normally,
position locating is performed in three dimensions but for simplicity only positioning in
two dimensions is considered in the thesis.

1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents all the theory that is needed for this
thesis consisting of TOA technique and estimation methods. Chapter 3 describes the
hardware equipment and software that is used to conduct the practical tests. Extensive
simulations for ranging and localization are given in Chapter 4 through 6. Finally, the
conclusion of this thesis and the future research are demonstrated in the last chapter.

2
Theory
In this thesis, the word “tag” will be used for a node with an unknown position and
“anchor” will be used for a node (or a base station) with a known position. Finding the
unknown position of a tag can be performed in two main steps. First, a set of ranging data
between the anchor and the tag is measured. This set of measurements then is processed
to identify the position of the tag. The process to obtain the estimated position is called
localization [2]. In this chapter, we focus on the two main topics comprising of ranging
and localization.

2.1 Ranging using time of arrival (TOA)
To estimate the position of a tag, measurements from the anchors are gathered before
deploying a ranging technique [5]. A plenty of ranging techniques can be used for the
measurements. These techniques greatly affect complexity, accuracy and cost of the
systems [2]. The ranging techniques are classified into three categories: angle
measurements, distance related measurements and profiling measurements. Angle
measurements identify a direction from which the signal is received, commonly refer to
angle-of-arrival (AOA). For distance related measurements, the distance is calculated
from measurements between the tag and the anchor by utilizing TOA and RSS techniques.
RSS profiling measurements construct a map of the RSS measurement behaviours. The

map is then used to estimate the position of the tag [4]. In this thesis we only focus on
TOA measurement.
The measurements we are using here are based on the propagation time between the tag
and the anchor, TOA. There are three time-based ranging techniques comprising of oneway, round-trip propagation and time difference of arrival, which can be used to estimate
distance. For one-way ranging between two nodes A and B, this technique uses time stamp
which requires time synchronization in the nodes. Node A stamps a packet when it
transmits it and node B stamps it upon reception. The time difference determines the
distance between the two nodes. We note that synchronization error can greatly affect the
estimation results. In a round-trip ranging, node A sends a packet to node B and waits for
node B’s acknowledgment packet. In this way synchronization is not necessary. However,
there is still a processing time delay for the acknowledgment. The last technique uses the
difference in arrival time of the signals from many base stations to locate the tag, similarly
to GPS [2], [4]. The experimental equipment uses round-trip ranging and it assumes that
there is no delay during its measurements, only the errors in propagation channel are of
interest in this thesis. Thus the model is written as follows [5], [6]

𝑑𝑖
+ 𝑒𝐿𝑂𝑆
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝑂𝑆,
𝑐
𝜏𝑖 = {
𝑑𝑖
+ 𝑒𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆,
𝑐

(1)

where the measured propagation time between the tag and the 𝑖th anchor is 𝜏𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 is the
actual distance between the tag and the 𝑖th anchor, c is the speed of electromagnetic wave
3 × 108 m/s, and 𝑒𝐿𝑂𝑆 and 𝑒𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 are the estimation error in LOS and NLOS conditions,
respectively.
The error models are assumed to follow Gaussian distribution
2
2
𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑒𝐿𝑂𝑆 ) = 𝑁(𝑒𝐿𝑂𝑆 |0, 𝜎𝑖,𝐿𝑂𝑆
) = 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑖,𝐿𝑂𝑆
),
2
2
𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑒𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 ) = 𝑁(𝑒𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 |𝜇𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 ) = 𝑁(𝜇𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆
).

(2)

𝑁(𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ) describes a Gaussian distribution. Mathematically, this distribution is
formulated as

2
𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑖,𝐿𝑂𝑆
)

=

1
2
√2𝜋𝜎𝑖,𝐿𝑂𝑆

𝑒

(𝑒
)2
− 𝐿𝑂𝑆
2
2𝜎𝑖,𝐿𝑂𝑆

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝑂𝑆,

(3)

2

1

2
𝑁(𝜇𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆
)=

𝑒

−𝜇
(𝑒
)
− 𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 2 𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆
2𝜎𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆,

2
√2𝜋𝜎𝑖,𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆

where 𝜎𝑖2 is variance and 𝜇𝑖 is a positive bias (the mean value) in NLOS situation [1],
[14]. The bias only occurs in NLOS and will be 0 in LOS condition. Rewriting equation
(1), the estimated distance can be written as follows

𝑐𝜏 + 𝑒𝐿𝑂𝑆
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝑂𝑆 ,
𝑑̂𝑖 = { 𝑖
𝑐𝜏𝑖 + 𝑒𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆.

(4)

2.2 Localization
Generally, a simple way of finding a certain point is using basic geometry. If the distance
is measured from a known position such as an anchor position, a circle can be drawn with
this distance as the radius around the anchor’s position. In order to calculate a certain
position in two dimensions, at least three anchors are required to create an intersection
point of three circles [5], [7].

𝑑2

𝑝2

𝑑1
𝑝1

𝑝
𝑝3

𝑑3

Figure 2.1: Intersection created by three anchors, 𝑝𝑖 denotes the 𝑖th anchor’s position,
𝑑𝑖 is radius/distance from each anchor, and 𝑝 is a tag estimated position.

In reality, measurements are usually not perfect since they are contaminated by noise
and mutual interference. There will often be errors at the outputs of the estimation
techniques which cause mismatch between the real and estimated positions. In general,
the main goal of the estimation techniques is to minimize the estimation errors. In this
thesis, we are focusing on the fundamental estimation techniques consisting of LLSE,
MLE, WCE and FPE.

2.2.1 Linearized least square estimation
A circular line equation is nonlinear and therefore the intersection of several circular lines
in a geometrical approach is not simple [7]. Thus, linearizing the nonlinearity is
introduced. In a two dimensional space, three or more anchors are required to estimate the
intersection point (as seen in Fig. 2.1). However, error is always occuring in real
applications and therefore the estimated position belongs to a subset as depicted in
Figure 2.2. To deal with this issue an estimation method is required [5].
TOA calculates the distance from a tag to an anchor. The distance between the tag and
the 𝑖th anchor is expressed from their coordinates as follows [7]

𝑑𝑖 = ‖𝑝 − 𝑝𝑖 ‖ = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖 )2 ,

(5)

where 𝑝 is the tag position and 𝑝𝑖 is the 𝑖th anchor position. The second equation of (5)
implies that we are considering a Cartesian coordinate system with 𝑝 = (𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑝𝑖 =
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ). These variables are represented in a two dimension coordinate system with x and
y axis. Squaring and simplifying Equation (5) we get

𝑑𝑖2 = (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖 )2,
= 𝑥 2 − 2𝑥𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑦 2 − 2𝑦𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦𝑖2 .

(6)

To make the above equation linear, the non-linear terms 𝑥 2 and 𝑦 2 can be eliminated by
2
adding the squared distance from the tag to a given anchor (i.e., the last anchor) 𝑑𝑁
and
then combining it with (6), we get
2
𝑑𝑖2 − 𝑑𝑁
= 𝑥 2 − 2𝑥𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑦 2 − 2𝑦𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦𝑖2

−(𝑥 2 − 2𝑥𝑥𝑁 + 𝑥𝑁2 + 𝑦 2 − 2𝑦𝑦𝑁 + 𝑦𝑁2 ),
= −2𝑥(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑁 ) + 𝑥𝑖2 − 𝑥𝑁2 − 2𝑦(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑁 ) + 𝑦𝑖2 − 𝑦𝑁2 .

(7)

Rearranging the equation (7), we obtain
2
𝑑𝑖2 − 𝑥𝑖2 − 𝑦𝑖2 − 𝑑𝑁
+ 𝑥𝑁2 + 𝑦𝑁2 = −2𝑥(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑁 ) − 2𝑦(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑁 ).

(8)

From (8), a compact expression is shown in the matrix form as

𝑏 = 𝐴𝑝 ,

(9)

where 𝑝 is a 1x2 matrix, 𝑏 is an 𝑁x1 matrix, and 𝐴 is an 𝑁x2 matrix as follows

𝑥
𝑝 = [𝑦],

(10)

2
𝑑12 − 𝑥12 − 𝑦12 − 𝑑𝑁
+ 𝑥𝑁2 + 𝑦𝑁2
2
𝑑22 − 𝑥22 − 𝑦22 − 𝑑𝑁
+ 𝑥𝑁2 + 𝑦𝑁2
𝑏=
,
⋮
2
2
2
2
− 𝑥𝑁−1
− 𝑦𝑁−1
− 𝑑𝑁
+ 𝑥𝑁2 + 𝑦𝑁2 ]
[𝑑𝑁−1

𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑁
𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑁
𝐴 = −2 [
⋮
𝑥𝑁−1 − 𝑥𝑁

𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑁
𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑁
].
⋮
𝑦𝑁−1 − 𝑦𝑁

(11)

(12)

If 𝐴 is a square matrix, then the estimated position of the tag can be computed as

𝑝̂ = 𝐴−1 𝑏.

(13)

Otherwise, pseudo-inverse is used to compute the estimated position as [7]

𝑝̂ = (𝐴𝑇 𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇 𝑏.

(14)

𝑝2

𝑝

𝑝1

𝑝3

Figure 2.2: Estimation of the tag’s position when there is no single true intersection
between the circles.

2.2.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
Maximum likelihood is a parameter estimation method that is used in many statistical
methods. It estimates the tag position by comparison between the measurement data and
the estimated data [8], [17]. Let us define n as the maximum sample number used for
ranging and localization. We also define 𝑑𝑖,𝑡 , 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑛, as the t-th sample of the
measured distance from the 𝑖th anchor to the tag. Furthermore, we assume that
measurement data are contaminated by additive noise which follows the normal
distribution model as mentioned before. Consequently, the estimated position can be
computed by minimizing the difference between the collected distance and estimated
range from each anchor [1], [8]. Hence, the equation is written as follows

𝑓(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ) =

1
√2𝜋𝜎𝑖2

𝑒

−

(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 −𝑑̂𝑖 −𝜇𝑖 )
2𝜎𝑖2

2

,

(15)

where 𝜇𝑖 is bias of the 𝑖th anchor, 𝜎𝑖2 is variance [1] and 𝑑̂𝑖 is the estimated distance from
the tag to the 𝑖th anchor.

The maximum likelihood function is given as
𝑛

𝐿(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )

= ∏ 𝑓(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ).
𝑡=1

(16)

Substituting (15) into (16), we have
𝑛

𝐿(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ) = ∏ 𝑓(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )
𝑡=1

𝑛

1

=

(17)

2

∑𝑛 (𝑑 −𝑑̂ −𝜇 )
− 𝑡=1 𝑖,𝑡 2 𝑖 𝑖
2𝜎𝑖
𝑒

,

√2𝜋𝜎𝑖2
(
)
Converting (17) in a logarithmic form to make it more convenient, we obtain

𝑛

ln (𝐿(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ))

= ∑ ln (𝑓(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ))
𝑡=1

2
∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 )
𝑛
2
= − 𝑙𝑛(2𝜋𝜎𝑖 ) −
.
2
2𝜎𝑖2

(18)

We are using the derivative to find 𝜇𝑖 that maximizes this equation.

𝜕 ln 𝐿(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )
= 0,
𝜕𝜇𝑖

(19)

2
𝜕 𝑛
𝜕 ∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 )
2
−
( 𝑙𝑛(2𝜋𝜎𝑖 )) −
(
) = 0,
𝜕𝜇𝑖 2
𝜕𝜇𝑖
2𝜎𝑖2

(20)

𝑛

−∑(
𝑡=1

2(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 ) 𝜕(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 )
)(
) = 0,
𝜕𝜇
2𝜎𝑖2

(21)

𝑛

− ∑(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 ) (−1) = 0,

(22)

𝑡=1

𝜇𝑖 + 𝑑̂𝑖 =

∑𝑛𝑡=1 𝑑𝑖,𝑡
.
𝑛

(23)

In case of LOS the bias 𝜇𝑖 is zero but for NLOS it is non-zero [1], [14]. For the sake of
simplicity, we will use zero for the bias 𝜇𝑖 bias in this thesis.
To find the optimum value of 𝜎𝑖 , we use the first derivative of (18) with respect to this
variable as

𝜕 ln 𝐿(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )
= 0,
𝜕𝜎𝑖2

(24)

2
𝜕 𝑛
𝜕 ∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 )
2
− 2 ( 𝑙𝑛(2𝜋𝜎𝑖 )) − 2 (
) = 0,
𝜕𝜎𝑖 2
𝜕𝜎𝑖
2𝜎𝑖2

(25)

2
∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 )
𝑛
− ( 2) − (
) = 0,
2𝜎𝑖
2𝜎𝑖4

(26)

𝜎𝑖2 =

∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑑̂𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖 )2
.
𝑛

(27)

Substituting (23) into (27) we get

𝜎𝑖2 =

∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 −
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑡=1 𝑑𝑖,𝑡 2
𝑛 ) .

(28)

Let ln(𝐿(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 |𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )) for the 𝑖th anchor be 𝐿𝑖 , where i = 1, 2, …, N and substituting 𝑑̂𝑖
with (5), we obtain the following result

2

∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑑𝑖,𝑡 − √(𝑥̂ − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + (𝑦̂ − 𝑦𝑖 )2 − 𝜇𝑖 )
𝑛
𝐿𝑖 = − 𝑙𝑛(2𝜋𝜎𝑖2 ) −
,
2
2𝜎𝑖2

(29)

where 𝑥̂ and 𝑦̂ are the estimated coordinates of the tag on both axes. There are N anchors
thus
𝑁

𝑉 = ∑ 𝐿𝑖 ,

(30)

𝑖=1

where V is the sum of all log-likelihoods for the anchors. Finally, the position that
maximizes this sum is the estimated location of the tag, i.e.

x̂
[ ] = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥(V).
ŷ

(31)

Figure 2.3: Example of maximum likelihood when estimating the tag position using
three anchors and the tag actual position is located at coordinate [30,30]
Figure 2.3 shows the result of maximum likelihood function when estimating the tag
position. The plot presents the estimate location of the tag around the brightest yellow
area. There are three anchors placed at positions (10,30), (50,80), (80,20).

2.2.3 Weighted centroid estimation
Weighted centroid is one of the simplest estimation methods. It uses the positions of the
anchors and appropriate weights based on the measurements between the tag and each
anchor. Let us start with the centroid estimation, which estimates the unknown tag
positions via calculating the mean values of the coordinates of the anchors. Thus it does
not need ranging information to estimate a position. Subsequently, it is one of the simplest
algorithms. The centroid of the anchors is the mean value of their positions [12]

𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝑋𝑁
x̂
𝑁
[ ]=[
],
𝑌1 + 𝑌2 + ⋯ + 𝑌𝑁
ŷ
𝑁

(32)

where 𝑥̂ and 𝑦̂ are the coordinates of the estimated tag, 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑌𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 are the
coordinates of the 𝑖th anchor, and 𝑁 is the number of anchors. There are many possible
choices for the weights which result in different variations of the weighted centroid
algorithm. In this thesis, we focus on TOA and the weights are selected from the TOA
distance measurements for each anchor. Thus it is called weighted centroid and can be
written as follows [12]

𝑋1 𝑋2
𝑋
+ + ⋯+ 𝑁
𝑑1 𝑑2
𝑑𝑁
1
1
1
+ + ⋯+
𝑑1 𝑑2
𝑑𝑁
x̂
[ ]=
,
𝑌1 𝑌2
𝑌
ŷ
+ + ⋯+ 𝑁
𝑑1 𝑑2
𝑑𝑁
1
1
1
[ 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 + ⋯ + 𝑑𝑁 ]

(33)

where 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 is estimated distance from the 𝑖th anchor to the tag.

2.2.4 Fingerprint estimation
The basic idea for FPE is matching the stored distances of the reference points with the
measured one between the anchors and the tag. Therefore, it requires prior knowledge of
the considered area. The knowledge in this case is the distance vectors of all anchors from

any coordinates in the area that are stored in a data base [10]. Each position is stored under
the assumption that it has an unique character [11]. Let us denote the stored or reference
measurement points by 𝑓 𝑗 and the grid points by 𝑝 𝑗 . Then we have
𝑗 𝑗

𝑗

𝑓 𝑗 = [𝑓1 𝑓2 … 𝑓𝑁 ],
𝑝𝑗 = [

𝑥𝑗
],
𝑦𝑗

(34)

(35)

𝑗

where 𝑓𝑖 is the mean value over the measurements of range data from the 𝑖th anchor
collected from grid point 𝑝 𝑗 having the coordinates 𝑥 𝑗 and 𝑦 𝑗 . The distance
measurements between the tag and the anchors values are formulated as [10]

𝑑 = [𝑑1 𝑑2 … 𝑑𝑁 ],

(36)

where 𝑑𝑖 is the distance from the 𝑖th anchor and the tag at the time of localization. The
localization can be done by comparing between the measured distance 𝑑 and the stored
data 𝑓 𝑗 [10]

𝛾𝑗 = 𝑑 − 𝑓𝑗 ,

(37)

where 𝛾 𝑗 is the comparing vector at position j. The vector with the smallest length will
be the estimated position of the tag. Mathematically, it is formulated as

𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛(||𝛾 𝑗 ||).

(38)

The estimated position will then be

𝑝 𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [

𝑥̂ 𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛
].
𝑦̂ 𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛

(39)

In the case that the estimated point is between the references, WCE in Eq. (33) will be
used to estimate the position.

3
Equipment and Testing area
This section presents in detail the hardware and software which are used for ranging and
location estimation in this thesis. The hardware equipment is provided by Pozyx and
Arduino. Meanwhile, MATLAB, Processing, and Arduino Software (IDE) is the software
used for processing the data.
Arduino
Arduino is an open-source and easy to use hardware and software. The hardware (or
Arduino board) can be deployed for many different projects and applications. It is
designed to be an easy tool for users without a background in electronics and programing
with kind help from the community. There are several board models for a suitable task
that keep up to new requirements. Even so, the board that is used in this project is Arduino
Uno model. The software is also open-source from feedback by a number of users [9].
Pozyx
Pozyx is a hardware providing information of the tag position and its motion. It is
compatible with Arduino board and using header pin to connect together. The shield
includes ultra-wideband technology (UWB) that can be applied for indoor positioning.
The UWB operates in the frequency range from 3.5 GHz to 6.5 GHz with very low
transmitting power. The maximum range is 100 m in LOS situation and less in NLOS
situation. It also comes with some sensors such as a pressure sensor, gyroscope,
accelerometer, etc. [5].
In this project, the test equipment is a Developer’s kit provided by Prozyx which
includes Arduino compatible tag, Pozyx casing anchor and cable [5]. The software used
with the board is Arduino program IDE since the shield operates via Arduino board. The
other two programs, MATLAB and Processing IDE, are utilized for analyzing and reading
data from the board.

3.1 Hardware
There are two types of components: tags and anchors.

3.1.1 Tag
There are two boards in one tag: Pozyx and Arduino UNO. The Pozyx board is mounted
on the Arduino UNO board. To operate the tag, the user should connect an USB cable
between the Arduino board and the computer. The Pozyx board is connected on top of the
Arduino board. We can use a computer to upload the source code via USB cable to the
board. The tag needs to connect to a computer which serves as a power supply and for

collecting data.
Figure 3.1: Arduino UNO board [9].
Arduino Uno has ATmega328P microcontroller with 5V operating voltage, speed of 16
MHz and memory of 32 KB. There are 14 digital pins and 6 analogue pins. It has
dimension of 68.6x53.4 mm with weight 25 g [9].
Figure 3.2 shows Pozyx tag diagram and all the sub-component blocks. The center of
the board is MCU, STM32F4 microcontroller that provides all functionalities. It
communicates with all sensors and performs all calculations in real time. It also interacts
with external devices, such as an Arduino board, through the I2C protocol. The board
contains several sensors such as magnetometer, gyroscope, accelerometer and altimeter.
It also has an UWB chip, Decawave DW1000 transceiver that is used for accurate
positioning. The Pozyx shield also provides other connections to use with other
peripherals as shown in Figure 3.2. The I2C (SCL and SDA pin) bus is used to share
information with other devices. There is also a micro USB to connect the tag to a computer
and update the firmware of the shield. The wire debug is used to reprogram the tag
completely and allow users to access every sensor directly. The tag also has several LEDs
to indicate the current activity and four custom GPIOs [5].

Figure 3.2: Pozyx board and diagram picture [5].
Figure 3.3 shows how a Pozyx tag stacks on top of an Arduino Uno board. It is connected
to the Arduino board via long wire-wrap headers.

Figure 3.3: Pozyx attached to Arduino Uno boards [5].

3.1.2 Anchor
The Pozyx anchor is like a base station which provides necessary information to the Pozyx
tag for accurate positioning. It is based on Pozyx board without I/O pin and motion sensors
with a cover to mount on the wall [5]. There are two parts of the black plastic cover, the
close lid and the main cover as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Pozyx anchor

3.2 Software
There are three software packages which are used throughout this thesis: Arduino
Software (IDE), Processing and MATLAB. Arduino Software (IDE) is a text editor for
writing code with other common functions. It connects to the Arduino board for
communicating and uploading code that will run on the Arduino module [5]. There are
many possible ways to analyze the data by using these three programs. Moreover, there is
a lot of community and online support to guide and help in the process. However, this
project is using the suggestions from Pozyx which recommends to use Processing, java
base language, to read, collect and illustrate visual data in real time from the board via
serial port. The collected data is processed offline using MATLAB.

3.2.1 Software installation and instruction
Arduino IDE and Processing IDE require a special instruction in order to install them
correctly. This section covers this instruction. The code and program version that are used
in this thesis are shown in Table 3.1.

Program/example

Version/downloading date

Arduino IDE

1.6.8

Pozyx Arduino library

6 April 2016

Processing IDE

3.0.2

MATLAB

2016

Table 3.1: Softwares and code versions used in this thesis.
Firstly, to get started, the required programs need to be installed [5].
-

Arduino program IDE, from Arduino website: This program is supported to work with
Arduino board. The program is based on C++ for uploading code to Arduino board. It
can also read data only in text form via USB port when connected to the tag.

-

Pozyx Arduino library: It contains examples of code and library that are used in Pozyx
tutorials on their webpage and also used in our experiments. After downloading, we
can add the examples code into Arduino program IDE by opening it and go to Sketch
 Include Library  Add .zip Library, where the downloaded library zip file (i.e.,
Pozyx-Arduino-library-master.zip) is selected. The example codes are now available
in File  Examples  Pozyx as shown in Figure 3.5. The example code and the
tutorial will show some of the commands as well as explanation of how the Pozyx
shield can be operated.

Figure 3.5: Add zip file and open Pozyx example for Arduino IDE.
-

Processing program IDE, from Processing website: This program is used to read and
show information and graphical results in real time from the board via USB cable.

-

Processing library: it contains examples of code and extra library file to use with
Prozyx tutorial. To make the library work there is one file that needs to be placed in
Processing main folder, namely gwoptics.jar. The file needs to be in Processing 
core  library in order to make the examples to work.

-

Firmware update tool, from ST microelectronics. Pozyx shell is using STM32F4
microcontroller from ST microelectronics. This program will update firmware of the
chip when the update is available. Thus, it is required only when the shield needs to
update firmware.

Once the required programs are completely installed, we can try them out in the tutorial
that is provided on the Pozyx webpage.
There are several command lines that need to be checked in the “ready_to_localize”
example code for Arduino program IDE as shown Table 3.2.
Line
12
to
20

Original code
uint8_t num_anchors = 3;
uint16_t anchors[3] = {0x6000, 0x603B, 0x600E};
int32_t heights[3] = {730, 730, 730};
boolean bProcessing = true;

Description
We note that the ID anchors, for
example 0x6000, should be
updated depending which ones
are used. The other parameters
also need to be updated

int32_t anchors_x[3] = {0, 600, 0};
int32_t anchors_y[3] = {0, 0, 600};

131
to
141

for (int i=0; i < 4; i++){
device_range_t range;
Pozyx.getDeviceRangeInfo(anchors[i], &range);

We note that the number 4 must
be changed to “num_anchors”
to match the parameter setting.

Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(range.distance);
Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(range.RSS);
}
Serial.println();
}

Table 3.2: Arduino program IDE original code and description.
For Processing program IDE, there are some parameters that need to be collected in
ready_to_localize before using as shown in Table 3.3.

Line

Original code

9 to
11

String portName = "COM30";

144
to
151

for(int i=0; i<4; i++){

int NUM_ANCHORS = 3;

rangeData r = new rangeData();
range_data.add(r);
RollingLine2DTrace rl = new

Description
The portName needs to be updated to
one you use. It can be checked in
Arduino IDE, go to Tools  port.
NUM_ANCHORS also needs to be
updated.
We note that the number 4 must be
changed to “num_anchors” to match
the parameter setting. The same
should be done for the other loops.

RollingLine2DTrace(r ,100,0.1f);
rl.setTraceColour(rgb_color[i%10],
rgb_color[(i+1)%10], rgb_color[(i+2)%10]);
rl.setLineWidth(2);
g_range.addTrace(rl);

132
to
138

Pozyx.doRanging(anchors[i], &range);
Pozyx.getDeviceRangeInfo(anchors[i],
&range);

By default the example code can do
ranging up to four anchors. If the
number of anchors is more than four,
the “doRanging” code needs to add
before the “getDeviceRangeInfo” code

Table 3.3: Processing program IDE original code and description.
By default, when these programs operate correctly, Processing program IDE will only
show real time results. To extract data in a txt file some lines need to be added in
pozyx_ready_to-localize.
Line
17
to
21

Original code

Modified code

Graph2D g_range, g_rss;

Graph2D g_range, g_rss;

Graph2D map;

Graph2D map;

Serial myPort;

Serial myPort;
PrintWriter output;

Line
127
to
134

Original code
try{

Modified code
try{

myPort = new Serial(this, portName,
115200);

myPort = new Serial(this, portName,
115200);

myPort.clear();

output = createWriter( "data.txt" );

myPort.bufferUntil(lf);

myPort.clear();

}

myPort.bufferUntil(lf);
}

330
to
336

inString = (myPort.readString());
print(inString);

inString = (myPort.readString());
print(inString);
if ( inString != null ) {
output.println(inString);
}

378
to
384

void keyPressed() {

void keyPressed() {
output.flush();

// reset the mean and standard deviation

output.close();
exit();
// reset the mean and standard deviation

Table 3.4: Processing program IDE: original code and modified code (italic).
Table 3.4 shows the modified code comparing to the original one. In lines 17 through 21
add “PrintWriter output;” to create PrinterWriter. After that, we need to create a text file
name data by adding “output = createWriter(“data.txt”);” in line 127 through 134. Then
writing the data to the file is done by adding “if ( inString != null )
{output.println(inString);}” in after “print(inString);” Adding “output.flush();
output.close(); exit();” to write the remaining and finish the file as shown in the table.
The text file contains the data that show exactly from a real time serial port monitor. The
file will be imported to MATLAB for further analysis.
Caution!
-

Processing and Arduino program IDE code, .pde and .ino, are required to be in a
folder which has the same name as the file.

-

Only one Processing or Arduino code can be stored under the folder. If there are
more than one it will report an error.

For further information, the readers can visit the Pozyx website [5].

3.3 Testing environment
The testing area is part of the indoor of ISY department, Linköping University. There are
two areas for experiments: an office room, and a main corridor.

Figure 3.6: Office plan with two test environments, the small office room in green and
the corridor area is in blue.
Figure 3.6 shows as green highlighted area an office room of size 2.3x4.9 m and as blue
highlighted area part of a 60 m length corridor. There is a big area that connects directly
to the corridor for multi-purpose usage. The office contains several rooms of different size
and shape which are suitable for various experiments.
For indoor positioning, there are several error sources such as multipath fading, direct
path delay, and direct path block. Multipath fading is originated from destructive and
constructive interference of the received signals with different propagation paths. Direct
patch (DP) delay comes from different propagation time through different materials. And
the last error is because the first (direct) path is completely blocked [2], [18].

reflector

Anchor
Tag3

Tag1
Tag2

Figure 3.7: Different error sources between the anchor and the tags in LOS and NLOS
condition.

Figure 3.7 shows the different possible error sources for the various tags in LOS and
NLOS condition. Tag1 is in LOS, Tag2 is in NLOS with DP delay, Tag3 is also in NLOS
with DP which is completely blocked [2], [15]. For Tag1, it is in LOS condition and it can
receive the signals directly from the anchor. Tag2 and Tag3 are in NLOS condition which
causes delay in propagation time between the tag and the anchor. When DP is blocked for
Tag3, only reflected signal will reach the tag. Thus, the estimated distance is larger from
the actual one.

4
Simulation
This thesis mainly uses the real data from an actual Pozyx equipment which is then
processed with different localization algorithms the estimated position results are
compared. The processing task uses MATLAB to estimate locations of the tag from the
real data. To ensure that the algorithms are proper, a simulation is performed in advanced.
There are only two scenarios that are interesting in simulation, namely LOS and NLOS.
The simulation is applied to LOS and NLOS scenario by creating a received data
according to eq. (2). We again stress that, the localization algorithms are written by
utilizing MATLAB and simulation data where the true positions are well known to make
sure that the algorithms work properly. Due to the fact that it is just a simple space, there
are only three anchors and one tag. The localization algorithms are defined in Table 4.1.

Localization algorithm
LLSE
MLE
WCE
FPE

Used equations
(8), (9), (10), (11) and (12)
(21), (26), (27), (28) and (29)
(32)
(32), (33), (34) and (35)

Table 4.1: Equations used in the localization algorithms.
To simulate the results from different localization techniques, we first create a 2dimensional simple area, 100x100 m area, and then add the positions of the three anchors.

Next, we create a channel model and the transmitted data. This project is based on TOA
which is a time based measurement. However, the Pozyx shell provides distance between
a tag and the anchors instead of propagation time between the tag and the anchors. Using
distance estimate instead of time is also acceptable since they are proportional according
to eq. (1) and (2). The data is created by using Euclidian distance between the tag and each
anchor then adding noise for both LOS and NLOS situation. The noise in both cases is
roughly approximated as following Gaussian distribution. There are two parameters in the
noise as shown in eq. (2), 𝜇 and 𝜎. In general, LOS situation the mean value is zero and
NLOS is non-zero [1]. These parameters are also tested in the simulation to see their
effects. The received signals is processed by the different localization algorithms to obtain
the estimated locations of the tag.
There are five simulation testbeds in this chapter. The first three ones are for testifying
the effectiveness of 𝜎, 𝜇, and the positions. In particular, among the tree testbeds, we use
two of them to show how the results change when both the parameters, 𝜎 and 𝜇, are varied.
The third one simulates the localization results when changing the positions of the tag
around the area, a similar idea is applied to the practical test with the actual tool. These
three tests simulate all of the estimation algorithms. Additionally, there are additional two
simulation tests for WCE and FPE. WCE is very sensitive to the anchor positions. This
test is to testify the effectiveness of the anchor number and positions. For FPE, the
algorithm acquires information beforehand. The test is to determine how much
information is needed. Thus, there is an extra test for both estimation algorithms.

4.1 Simulation 1: Variation of 𝝈
The test objective is to show how 𝜎 affects the localization result. Setting parameters are
shown in the table below.

Function
Received signal

Parameter
𝜇 (LOS)
𝜇 (NLOS)

𝜎
Tag
Anchor

position(x,y)
position(x,y)

Value
0
10
1-40
(45,45)
[(10,30);(50,80);(80,20)]

m
m
m
m
m

Table 4.2: Parameter setting for Simulation 1.
By placing the tag on one position and increase 𝜎 from 1 to 40, we can see how it will
affect the outcome.

Figure 4.1: 𝜎 affecting result in LOS and NLOS situations.
Figure 4.1 shows that 𝜎 affects the estimation results for each algorithm with RMSE plot.
The plots indicate the error increase when 𝜎 increases. There is a fluctuation in each plot,
even so its trend is increasing in general.

4.2 Simulation 2: Variation of 𝝁
The test objective is similar to the previous simulation with the 𝜇 parameter instead.

Function
Received signal

Parameter
𝜇 (LOS)
𝜇 (NLOS)

𝜎
Tag
Anchor

position(x,y)
position(x,y)

Value
0
0-100
1
(45,45)
[(10,30);(50,80);(80,20)]

m
m
m
m
m

Table 4.3: Parameter setting for Simulation 2.
In the case of NLOS situation, the noise has a bias of 𝜇 which will affect the result of
localization.

Figure 4.2: 𝜇 affecting result in NLOS situation.

Figure 4.2 shows that 𝜇 affects the estimation results for each algorithm with RMSE plot.
The plots indicate the error increase when 𝜇 increases.

4.3 Simulation 3: Variation of the tag and anchor locations
The test objective is to test the localization algorithms in both LOS and NLOS situation
when the tag changes it position across the tested area. The test is simulated in the 2dimension area of 100x100m, the parameter setting is shown in the following table.

Function
Received signal

Parameter
𝜇 (LOS)
𝜇 (NLOS)

𝜎
Tag
Anchor

position(x,y)
position(x,y)

Value
0
10
1
(1,1),(2,2),…(100,100)
[(10,30);(50,80);(80,20)]

Table 4.4: Parameter setting for Simulation 3.

m
m
m
m
m

Figure 4.3: Simulation results of moving tag localization with different algorithms.
Figure 4.3 shows the estimated position of the tag (blue cross) comparing to the actual
position (red dash) and PDF error plot. In LOS scenario, most of the plots have a good
estimated result, WCE can only estimate the locations around the middle of the anchors
area. In NLOS scenario, the results are similar to LOS with bias. LLSE shows the
difference clearly. FPE has the same results in both cases, since it uses the profiling
method.

4.4 Simulation 4: Weighted centroid test result
WCE can only localize the position inside the group of anchors only as shown in
Simulation 3. This test will show that how the number and position of the anchors affect
the tag position. The test is conducted similar to Simulation 3, the parameter setting is
shown in the following table.

Function
Received signal
Tag

Parameter
𝜇 (LOS)

𝜎
position(x,y)

Value
0
m
1
m
(1,1),(2,2),…(100,100) m

Table 4.5: Parameter setting for Simulation 4.

Figure 4.4: Anchor positions, tag true position, tag estimated position and PDF error plot
when increasing number of anchor.

From Figure 4.4, the first three anchors result are the same as in Simulation 3. Increasing
number of anchors to four and five anchors does not improve precision.

Figure 4.5: Anchor positions, tag true position, tag estimated position and PDF error plot
when the anchor positions are rearranged in comparison to Figure 4.4.
Re-arranging the positions of the anchors from the previous figure improves the accuracy
of the system. WCE algorithm is not very accurate compared to the other algorithms, but
its main advantage is the simplicity to deploy.

4.5 Simulation 5: Fingerprint test result
FPE needs to collect the stored distance of the reference points inside the operating area
before doing localization [10]. The number of collected point provides the system
accurate, and therefore the ideal situation would be that every possible locations are
stored. However, it is not possible to store every location measurement under different
possible condition. This test will find a suitable number of stored points for FPE in this
thesis. The test simulates a 2-dimenstion area of 100x100 m. The parameter setting is
shown in Table 4.6.

Function

Parameter

𝜇 (LOS)
𝜇 (NLOS)
𝜎

Received signal
Fingerprint estimation
Tag
Anchor

Stored/reference points
position(x,y)
position(x,y)

Value
0
10
1

m
m
m
2 2
2
points
1 , 2 , … , 20
(1,1),(2,2),…(100,100) m
[(10,30);(50,80);(80,20)] m

Table 4.6: Parameter setting for Simulation 5.
The test changes the tag position across the tested area in both LOS and NLOS situation
while the number of stored point is increased.

Figure 4.6: The number of stored points in FPE.
Figure 4.6 shows that the system accuracy dramatically increase when there are more than
10 stored points. To make it simple the number of 10 stored points and the weighted
method will be used for FPE in this thesis.

4.6 Summary
The first and second simulations are expected to have greater errors when 𝜎 and 𝜇
increase. In Figure 4.2, all of the results show a lot of fluctuation when 𝜎 increases. Even
there are too much wavering in the outcome, the errors tend to be higher as expected when
𝜎 increases. MLE in NLOS result has the error drop at the beginning before increasing is
due to the bias in NLOS situation. The bias, 𝜇, has already affected the result in
localization and by increasing 𝜎, the estimated position is altered to some other locations
where they are close to the actual positions. However, as 𝜎 increasing eventually will
cause the error in NLOS situation to be higher. In second test, the results are also as
expected when increasing bias. Fingerprint algorithm has fluctuate graph due to it
estimates the position using store point where they are closed to each other which cause
the estimation to jump around the points.
The last test shows the estimated results from each algorithm and the histogram plots
accordingly. For LOS scenario, LS and ML estimation show the best result with all the
estimated positions are stay with the true positions and less than 0.5 error in histogram
plots. WC estimation can only estimate the position in the middle of anchors with little
deviation. It seems that WC estimation requires more anchors to increasing it accuracy.
WC is the simplest algorithm it can be used without range data to estimate the location,
but the range data is used to improve it accuracy [12]. As its name, centroid, the tag best
location is in the middle with little deviate from the center point when weighted with range
data. Its histogram plot also shows there are a lot of error as all of estimate positions only
stay close to centroid. Next is FP method which has threshold to locate the closest stored
position to the actual tag position and uses WC algorithm to estimate the point when there
are more than two stored position with high threshold. Thus the outcome is similar to WC
algorithm with a lot of stored points as base stations cover the area. There are few high
error positions in FP histogram plot due to the distances from the stored points.
For NLOS scenario, the bias of 10 m is added to the interference. LS estimation shows
a very clear that it estimations are deviated from the actual positions. Therefore it add up
the error in the histogram plot. The most frequency error is around 10mm, it is the same
as the bias. ML estimation seem to have worst estimated result compare to LS due to 𝜇𝑚𝑙
is set to zero. As in Table 1, ML seem to be the most complex algorithm compare to the
other three. It required 𝜇𝑚𝑙 input to be more accurate in NLOS situation. As the way to
find 𝜇𝑚𝑙 is not studied in this thesis, the result in NLOS will clearly not perform well.
The histogram plot also shows the bias is around 10. For WC algorithm, as mention it only
estimate position around center area, so the result is similar to LOS scenario with a bit
higher error shown in histogram plot. Same go for FP method with uses WC to calculate
the position, both LOS and NLOS situations have similar results with a bit higher error on
NLOS.

5
Ranging experimental results
By using the hardware equipment, a plethora of interesting tests can be conducted.
However, due to the time constraint, this thesis only focuses on the LOS and NLOS
situations. As mentioned before, all experiments are performed at the university
department office with a long corridor and a small office room. From these environments,
the simulations will be separately done for LOS or NLOS. However, we also tackle some
experiments that combine both of them.
The experiments use only one tag and one anchor to perform ranging in different
situations and areas. Using the areas’ blue prints and tape ruler, the coordinates used in the
experiments are marked, then collecting measurements on each position. Furthermore, this
project focuses on 2-dimenstion for simplicity thus the height of the tag’s position (or Z
axis) is disregard. The data is then imported to MATLAB for further process.

5.1 Office room test area: LOS
We first consider an office room of 2.3x4.9 m furnished with an L shaped table and two
cupboards as shown in Figure 5.1. There is an I shaped iron bar, a building structure pole,
on the bottom right of Figure 5.1 and two ventilation tubes connected the floor and the
ceiling. The chair in the figure is moved away from the test. The anchor is a blue block on

the top right of the figure. The tag positions is denoted in green. The gap between the
measurement points is 10 cm.

Anchor

Tag positions

Figure 5.1: Position of the anchor and the positions of the tag used for ranging under
LOS scenario.
In this test, there are 42 positions in the length of 4.1 m. Each position is estimated from
at least 100 samples.

Figure 5.2: Result under LOS scenario in the room, 𝜇 is 93 and 𝜎 is 150 mm.

Figure 5.2 shows the average value of estimated positions are deviated from the actual
position approximately 10 cm. Pozyx also states that their shield has the estimation error
of about 10 cm [5].

5.2 Office room test area: NLOS
The test area is the same in LOS situation, only re-position the anchor to the bottom right
of Figure 5.3. Additionally, the tag positions are relocated, so all the positions are under
the NLOS condition caused by the thick metal bar.

Tag positions

Anchor

Figure 5.3: Position of the anchor and the positions of the tag used for ranging under
NLOS scenario.
In this test, there are 9 measurements with the length of 1.6 m. Each position is estimated
from 100 samples.

Figure 5.4: Result under NLOS scenario in the room, 𝜇 is 441 and 𝜎 is 258 mm.
Figure 5.4 shows that the histogram of NLOS spreads much more than in the case of LOS.
Furthermore 𝜇 and 𝜎 values are also much larger than in LOS condition. Therefore, the
differences can be used to distinguish between LOS and NLOS.

5.3 Office room test area: Combination of LOS and NLOS
The test has similar set up as the LOS ranging test, only the anchor is relocated to the
bottom right of Figure 5.5. The tag measurement positions also have the same setting as
in LOS condition. With the iron bar block LOS in some part of the measurement path, it
is combination of LOS and NLOS conditions.

Tag positions

Anchor

Figure 5.5: Position of the anchor and the positions of the tag used for ranging under
combination of both LOS and NLOS scenarios in the room.
In this test, there are 42 measurements with the length of 4.1 m. Each position has at least
100 samples.

Figure 5.6: Result under combination of both LOS and NLOS scenarios in the room, 𝜇 is
175 and 𝜎 is 232 mm.

Figure 5.6 shows the result of combination condition. 𝜇 value is clearly the same as LOS
condition. However, 𝜎 value is the highest compared to both LOS and NLOS situations.

5.4 Office room test area: Discussion
In LOS condition, 𝜇 is very low in comparison to that of NLOS and combination condition
of both LOS and NLOS; 𝜎 is also the lowest value among these scenarios. The histogram
further shows a nearly normal distribution and only about 10 cm shift from the center.
Therefore, it confirms the statement that the Pozyx equipment can achieve an accurate of
10 cm [5]. The measurement positions are manually marked, hence there are some small
errors that might deviate the estimated results a little compared with the true positions.
With the Pozyx claim and the manual measurement setting, the LOS results are very good
as what we obtain here. For NLOS condition, 𝜇 has the highest value than the other tests.
Furthermore, 𝜎 is also higher than LOS but is not less than the combination condition. For
the combination of LOS and NLOS condition, 𝜎 has the highest value in the test. However,
𝜇 value is similar to LOS condition since most of the measurement positions are in LOS
condition, there are 20% of NLOS measurement positions. The highest value of 𝜎 is due
to the different measurement data between LOS and NLOS conditions. It is completely
shows that the values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 in NLOS are always higher than LOS. Finally, the
histograms manifest the different spreading according to the tested conditions.

5.5 Office corridor test area: LOS
The test area is a long corridor office of 60 m x 2.3 m decorated with some flowerpots,
benches and a printer in the corridor. The big area on the bottom right of Figure 5.7 has
several tables, sofas and kitchen tools. The anchor is a blue block on the right side of the
figure. The tag positions are a horizontal green line on the corridor. The measurement
starts from a position close to the anchor then move away. Each position is 0.5 m
separated.

Tag positions
Anchor

Figure 5.7: Position of the anchor and the positions of the tag used for ranging under
LOS scenario in the corridor.
In this test, there are 33 measurements with the length of 16 m. Each position has at least
100 samples.

Figure 5.8: Result under LOS scenario in the corridor, 𝜇 is -1 mm, 𝜎 is 130 mm.

5.6 Office corridor test area: NLOS
The test area and setting is similar to the previous test, only the anchor is relocated to the
bottom right of Figure 5.9.

Tag positions
Anchor

Figure 5.9: Position of the anchor and the positions of the tag used for ranging under
NLOS scenario in the corridor.

Figure 5.10: Result under NLOS scenario in the corridor, 𝜇 is 2139 mm, 𝜎 is 1761 mm.

5.7 Office corridor test area: Combination of LOS and NLOS

Tag positions
Anchor

Figure 5.11: Position of the anchor and the positions of the tag used for ranging under
combination of both LOS and NLOS scenarios in the corridor.
In this test, there are 33 measurements with the length of 16 m. Each position has at least
100 samples.

Figure 5.12: Result under combination of both LOS and NLOS scenario in the corridor,
𝜇 is 1226 mm, 𝜎 is 1712 mm.

5.8 Office corridor test area: Discussion
In LOS condition, the result is expected to have the lowest values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 among the
all condition tests. NLOS actually results reveal the highest values of 𝜇 and 𝜎, while the
histogram also widely spreads. For the combination conditions, 𝜇 value is lower than
NLOS situation because half of the measurements is in LOS condition.

5.9 Maximum range
With the corridor measurement, we noticed that there are something strange during LOS
ranging condition. In our experiments, the tag could not pick up any read about 30 m
although Pozyx states that it should reach 100 m [5]. After trying to relocate the tag, it can
pick up the signal once we lifted it up about 30 centimeters. Moreover, we manifest that
if the height of the anchors and the tag are similar to each other, then the results are the
same as shown in Appendix A.3. However, the results from Appendix A.3 are not applied
when the distance is beyond 30 m. Hence, we need to test different elevations and range
that the tag is still able to receive the signals.
The test is similar to the procedure of the corridor ranging, only moving the anchor to
around the middle of the hall, as depicted in Figure 5.13. The main objective is to find the
maximum range with a given height of the anchors and the tag to ensure that the tag is
still able to receive information from the anchors. By moving the tag away from the anchor
until it loss contact. The result is the distance that the tag cannot receive any signal from
the anchors.

Anchor
Tag positions
Obstruction

Figure 5.13: Position of the anchor and measurement track of LOS and NLOS condition
in Maximum range test.
The longest distance of the hall is 60 m, but the maximum available track is 55 m since
we don’t want the anchors placed at the end of the corridor. The test is divided in to LOS
and NLOS conditions. The NLOS is produced by a book of 300 pages. The tag and the
anchor are located at the positions having the height of 2 m compared with the floor.

Anchor
distance from
floor/wall (m)
0
0
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
2
2
2

Tag
distance from
floor/wall (m)
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

Approximated result (m)
LOS

NLOS

20
27
22
25
55
55
26
55
55
29
55
55
27
55
55

16
20
18
17
55
55
20
55
55
23
55
55
21
55
55

Table 5.1: The approximated results of different positions of the tag and the anchor in
LOS and NLOS.

5.10 Property test
The objective of the test is comparing the results when the different materials are used in
order to block LOS condition between the tag and the anchor. The measurements are taken
at 1000 mm and the obstruct materials that used are metal box, paper box and iron bar.
The PDF plots using the same bar width. Each measurement is averaged over 500 samples.

Anchor
Obstruction

Tag

Figure 5.14: The tag, anchor and obstruction positions in Property test.

Figure 5.15: Result in NLOS condition with different material, 𝜇 are 116, 242, 124, 539
mm, 𝜎 are 20, 25, 19, 24 mm.

5.11 Summary
The main differences of each testing area are its size and space. The office room is very
small and equipped with a lot of furniture, while the corridor is sparser, and therefore there
might be less reflection in the corridor than in the office room. For this reason, the corridor
result bias, 𝜇, is only about -1 mm while the office room is about 100 mm in LOS
condition. This also affects the 𝜎 values: with the fact that the variance of the error in the
office room is higher than in the corridor. However, the corridor’s 𝜇 and 𝜎 values are a
lot higher than the office room’s values under NLOS condition. The reason for the higher
values comes from the distance between the tag and the anchor in the corridor area is
longer than the office room. Therefore, the distance that a signal travels between the tag
and anchor increases. Moreover, the distance between reflectors are also bigger compared
to the office room making the corresponding variance increases. In the case of
combination between LOS and NLOS conditions, the 𝜇 value is in between the range of
LOS and NLOS for both testing areas due to the combination of measurement values in
both conditions. For 𝜎, the value is similar to NLOS condition in both tests.

Scenarios

𝜇 (mm)

𝜎 (mm)

The office room: LOS

93

150

The office room: NLOS

441

258

The office room: Combination

175

232

-1

130

The corridor: NLOS

2139

1761

The corridor: Combination

1226

1712

The corridor: LOS

Table 5.2: The values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 in the different situations.
The values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 can determine the measurement conditions between LOS and
NLOS. However, it is difficult to distinguish the NLOS and combination these situations
clearly. Thus, the data should be separated between LOS and NLOS in order to use the 𝜇
and 𝜎 values effectively [16].
During the test in the corridor with NLOS and combination of both LOS and NLOS
conditions, there are positions that the tag cannot receive signals from the anchor. Such
positions are depicted by red color in Figure 5.16. In order for the tag to find the signal, it
has been moved around the measurement points to move away from the actual position
within 1 meter around the spot and find the signal. The deviation of the tag will cause
some error in the test. However, the distance between tag and anchor is large, so the error
of about 1 m is acceptable.

Tag positions
Anchor

v

Figure 5.16: The positions of the anchor and the tag positions which hardly receive the
signals from the anchor in the corridor.
Pozyx claims that the equipment is capable of penetrating in the maximum of two layers
of wall [5]. The claim is experimentally proved to be true when the tag still received the
signal from the anchor under NLOS condition where only two layer of wall, the
measurement points depicted in yellow. The measurement points depicted in red are more

difficult to receive the signals because there are about three layers of the wall between the
tag and the anchor.
For the maximum range test, the distance from the floor and the walls affects the tag’s
ability in receiving the transmitted signals from the anchors as in Table 5.1. Appendix A.3
shows that elevation, i.e., the distance from floor, does not affect much to the ranging
measurements if the tag and the anchor are on the plane parallel with the floor. However,
the maximum range does not reach 100 m as reported in [5]. For our observation in the
experiments, the maximum range is only 30 m.
If mounting the anchor on the wall or the floor, the maximum range that the tag can
receive is about 25 m in LOS and less in NLOS. The range is significantly larger when
the anchors and the tag are moved away from the wall and the floor (no obstacle between
the tag and the anchor). This degrade is caused by the signal reduction when the equipment
is close to the floor since it will limit scattering.
In property test, Figure 5.15 shows different PDF plots with the materials that are used
to block LOS condition between the tag and the anchor. The results demonstrate that a
material like paper has no effect on the result compare to the metal box and metal bar
results. When comparing 𝜇, the metal bar result is the highest, completely block the
signal, followed by the metal box. However, the variances are not differ very much,
especially when the tag is behind the iron bar where we expect that the value to be a lot
higher than the current one. The small variance of metal bar result might be caused by a
short reflected propagation that is caused by the wall on the right hand side of Figure 5.14.
Moreover, the reflected path has similar distance when comparing to LOS path.

6
Localization experimental results

This chapter concentrates on localization tests based on TOA measurement in the office
room and the corridor. For each test area, four anchors and one tag are used. The areas are
measured and mapped. The coordinates of the anchors and the tag are given. The
coordinates of the tag is its actual position which is used to calculate the error of results.
The test starts by placing the anchors in the known locations then placing the tag on each
mapped position to collect the measurement data. When this procedure is done on every
marked position, the collected data is imported to MATLAB for further processing.

6.1 Office room test area: localization
The test area is the same as in ranging experiment. In Figure 6.1, the horizontal line is the
x-axis and the vertical line is the y-axis. The room is 4.9m x 2.3m, so the corner on the
bottom left in the figure is position (0,0) and the top right is (4900,2300) (note that all
coordinates are in mm). The anchors are placed at the positions (200,0), (4200,0),
(200,2300), (4200,2300) as the blue blocks in the figure indicate. The measurement points
are the green square dots starting from the bottom right of the figure as position (100,100).
The starting point is on the bottom left of the figure: on the x-axis, (100,100),
(200,100), …, (4200,100) and the y-axis, (100,100), (100,300), …, (100,2100). There are
a total of 462 measurement positions in the room.
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Figure 6.1: Map of the room environment. The blue boxes are the positions of the
anchors, the green boxes are the tag measurement points, and the yellow circles are FPE
stored measurement points.
All the collected data is then imported to MATLAB for further analysis. Localization
results are produced by LLSE, MLE, WCE and FPE. Besides, Pozyx also provides the
least square estimation that can be used to compare with the other implemented
algorithms.
FPE uses the 10 stored points as shown in Figure 6.1 in yellow circles.

Figure 6.2: Error plots of Pozyx build-in, linearized least square, maximum likelihood,
weighted centroid and fingerprint localization algorithms.

Figure 6.3: Error plots of Pozyx build-in, linearized least square, maximum likelihood,
weighted centroid and fingerprint localization algorithms in 2-D.

Figure 6.4: CDF plots of Pozyx build-in, linearized least square, maximum likelihood,
weighted centroid and fingerprint localization algorithms.

Localization method
Pozyx build-in
LLSE
MLE
WCE
FPE

Average
error (mm)
197.52
229.00
176.15
499.48
345.82

Max
error
(mm)
1139.62
1174.59
1122.85
1116.27
978.69

Min error
(mm)
5.47
7.93
0.57
10.76
22.83

Average
computation
time (ms)
0.174
70.000
0.118
0.374

Table 6.1: Performance of the localization algorithms in the room.

6.2 Office room test area: Discussion
Figure 6.2 shows the estimation errors of all localization algorithms as a function of the
coordinates of the tag. The plots also use colour to mark the errors. From low to high
errors, the colour is dark when the error is low and getting brighter as the errors grow up.
The first three plots, Pozyx build-in, LLSE and MLE, show very good results for most of
the area where we have low estimation errors. Despite that, there are some small regions
where the estimation errors are relatively high. These regions does not seem to depend on
the algorithm and appear to be randomly placed. These regions of high localization error
as demonstrated in the figure is the area with a lot of interference. For WCE, only the
middle area generated by the anchors obtains the good estimates. The weighted centroid
can only estimate the tag positions around the center by using the weights from each
anchor. Besides, FPE also utilizes the weighted centroid technique to estimate the position
of the tag when it is located between the stored points. The error at the boundary of the
tested area is because this algorithm can only localize the positions inside the stored point
area.
Figure 6.3 shows the estimation errors similarly to Figure 6.2 but in two dimensional
space. For this reason, the figure can be used to locate the coordinate easier than Figure
6.2. Additionally, there is also the office room plan for use to compare with the error plots
in the figure. The figure shows that the areas that have high errors (depicted in yellow),
are where the furniture is located and around the metal bar, H shape metal pole. This is
caused by reflection of the signal when the tag is close to the reflector.
Figure 6.4 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the estimation errors for
all localization algorithms. MLE obtains very low estimation errors, and thus it is the most
accurate method in our experiments. Additionally, Table 6.1 also confirms that MLE is the
best algorithm followed by the build-in function, LLSE, FPE and WCE. For average
computation time among the considered localization algorithms, we observe that the more
accurate the algorithm is, the higher computation time it takes. Consequently, MLE
requires the highest estimation time compared to the others to achieve the tag’s position
and it has the best performance.

6.3 Office corridor test area
We now work with a larger area, the office corridor that was used in ranging experiment.
The planed test area is originally a long corridor of 60x2.3 m. However the maximum
range for the anchor when placing it on the wall is about 20 m in LOS condition. Thus the
corridor area is reduced to 17x2.3 m plus 9x5 m in common area, as seen in Figure 6.5.
The test area is the same as in the ranging experiments. Let the x-axis be the horizontal

line and the y-axis be the vertical line. There are six anchors used in this test and they are
placed in the test area as the blue boxes in Figure 6.5. The measurement points are the
green square dots starting from the left of the figure.
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Figure 6.5: The office corridor area. The blue boxes are the positions of the anchors, the
green boxes are the tag measurement points, and the yellow circles are FPE stored
measurement points.
The measurement points start from the left to the right on the x axis, and from the bottom
to the top on the y axis. There are 140 measurement points in total. On the y axis, the
measurement points are made on every half meter and on every 1 m over the x axis. The
test area is also decorated with some flowerpots in the corridor and has several tables,
sofas plus kitchen tools in the common area.
FPE uses the 32 stored points in this test as shown in the figure in yellow circles.

Figure 6.6: Localization error plots of Pozyx build-in, linearized least square, maximum
likelihood, weighted centroid and fingerprint localization algorithms.

Figure 6.7: Error plots of Pozyx build-in, linearized least square, maximum likelihood,
weighted centroid and fingerprint localization algorithms in 2-D.

Figure 6.8: CDF plots of Pozyx build-in, linearized least square, maximum likelihood,
weighted centroid and fingerprint localization algorithms.

Localization
method
Pozyx build-in
LLSE
MLE
WCE
FPE

Average
error
(mm)
473.30
376.40
237.33
1457.35
590.64

Max
error
(mm)
2014.26
2775.93
2925.77
4441.46
5003.81

Min
error
(mm)
22.06
20.10
17.09
117.93
24.50

Average
computation
time (ms)
0.997
77.213
0.935
0.882

Table 6.2: Performance of the localization algorithms in the corridor.

6.4 Office corridor test area: Discussion
Figure 6.6 shows the estimation errors versus the locations of the tag. Specifically, MLE
has the lowest estimation error. LLSE seems to be the second one and followed by UWBonly estimation, FPE, WCE. Figure 6.7 presents the estimation errors for all localization
methods but based on color maps. Additionally, Figure 6.7 also includes the map of the
test area for comparison. For the Pozyx UWB-only function, the positions with the high
estimation errors are mostly close to the office wall. In contrast, the low error coordinates
are in the middle of the test space. The LLSE and MLE algorithms do not seem to have
the same issue when estimating the tag position close to the wall. On the other hand, MLE
and LLSE have some areas which give significantly higher estimation errors as visualized
in Figure 6.7. We observe that these positions are in the corridor section with the yellow
spots. Even though both MLE and LLSE methods produce good results, LLSE seems to
have the higher estimation error and more fluctuation compared to MLE. For WCE, the
highest accurate area is always in the middle of the coverage area generated by the
anchors, as shown in Figure 6.7. As mentioned before, WCE only has good estimation
results around the middle of the area. Moreover WCE has some low estimation error
results in the corridor section. The reason for this is due to the fact that the tag only
receives signal from the three anchors that are closest to the corridor section. Thus the
middle area has shifted to the left of the corridor where the anchors are available. We note
that the fingerprint estimator also performs very well with a set of the 16 stored points as
shown in these figures and has the same high estimation error area in the corridor
compared to the other estimators.
Figure 6.8 shows the cumulative distribution function of the estimation errors for the
different localization algorithms. Most of the localization algorithms achieve good
estimation performance except WCE as what we have expected. The best results belong
to MLE and followed by LLSE, build-in function FPE and WCE. Furthermore, Table 6.2
reports that MLE has the lowest average estimation error.

6.5 Summary
In our experiments, the different areas do not affect much the performance of the
localization algorithms. MLE obtains the best performance while WCE gives the worst
estimation quality in both areas. The average and minimum errors for the all methods if
comparing Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 are not much different. The maximum error result in
the corridor is about twice the maximum error result in the office room. Moreover, the
computation time for each algorithm from both areas are similar. As visualized in
Figures 6.3 and 6.7, the high estimation error areas for MLE, LLSE, and UWB-only
function usually occur close to obstacle areas or most likely close to the wall. On the other
hand, the low estimation error areas are typically in the empty space area. WCE shows
that the optimal positions are in the middle of the area created by the anchors. The tested
corridor uses six anchors and the results there are some situations where several anchors
could not be detected.

7
Conclusion and future work

7.1 Conclusion
The thesis analyzes and compares indoor positioning systems based on TOA
measurements. The equipment that is used throughout this thesis is provided by Arduino
and Pozyx. The investigations focus on indoor positioning by using different localization
algorithms comprising of: linearized least square, maximum likelihood, weight centroid,
and fingerprint. The algorithms are first simulated by utilizing Matlab to make sure that
they work properly before applying them to actual measurement data. Additionally, Pozyx
also provides a build-in estimation method inside the equipment which is called UWBonly algorithm [5]. All of these five algorithms are used to estimate the positions of a tag
in different environments. There are two test areas investigated in this thesis: a small office
room and a corridor hall. The tested environments can provide the scenarios, for example,
LOS, NLOS, or the combination of them. Experiments start with the ranging tests based
on TOA. It is considered as the first step in localization, followed by the positioning tests
with the five different algorithms as mentioned before. Their results are used to analyze
and compare the advantages and disadvantages of the estimation algorithms.
In ranging experiments, distance between a tag and an anchor is estimated by using
TOA. The experiments show that in different situations, LOS, NLOS, and the combination
of LOS and NLOS produce different results which can be recognized from their statistic
data. However, the estimated values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 can vary between LOS and NLOS. The

values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 in LOS are much lower than those of NLOS condition. The combination
of LOS and NLOS values are close to NLOS condition. Therefore, it is not sufficient to
identify the combination scenario by only using the values of 𝜇 and 𝜎.
For localization tests, the collected data, i.e., the distances between the tag and the
anchors are considered as the inputs of the localization algorithms to estimate the locations
of the tag. First, we observe that the results differ between the algorithms. For
performance, MLE outperforms the others, followed by UWB-only estimator, LLSE, FPE,
and WCE. In particular, LLSE and MLE obtain similar estimation results. What is more,
WCE has the worst performance due to its simplicity. Consequently, WCE is suitable
when a large number of anchors. In our tested scenarios, the accuracy of fingerprint
method purely depends on the number of stored points regardless of LOS or NLOS
conditions. Its performance would be much better if the number of stored points increases.
MLE yields the best performance in this thesis; however, it takes high computation time
compared to the other estimators due to MLE is not optimized. LLSE is less accurate than
MLE but it consumes less computational complexity. WCE is the simplest algorithm
leading to spend the smallest processing time. Unfortunately, it obtains the lowest
performance. Last but not least, the performance of FPE is solely based on the collected
reference information such that the higher number of reference points will increase
positioning accuracy at the cost of higher complexity.

7.2 Future work
This thesis only focuses on TOA measurements with different localization techniques. To
improve accuracy of the localization systems, other topics in localization should be
studied. One of them, for example, is to identify NLOS, and mitigate ranging errors.
The Pozyx equipment has many other functions available in the shell which can be
subject for further studies. For example, the shell has a motion sensor build-in which can
be deployed to detect movement and provides various ways for additional study.
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Appendix A
Parameter analyse
A.1 Number of samples
In practice, a single measurement is fluctuated and unstable since they suffer from, for
example noise. In order to have a closed stable value, many samples are required. Infinity
number of samples is an ideal data, however achieving that amount would consume
unlimited time. This test will find a suitable number of samples that will be used in both
simulation test and practical test.

Function
Received signal
Tag
Anchor

Parameter

Value

𝜇 (LOS)
𝜇 (NLOS)
𝜎
position(x,y)
position(x,y)

0
10
1
(10,0)
(0,0)

m
m
m
m
m

Table A.1: Parameters setting in simulation.
The above table shows parameters setting 20 testes. Each test consists the different values
of 𝜎 from 1 to 10 mm for both LOS and NLOS situation of the received signals. The result
is then averaged over these 20 tests.

Figure A.1: Average value with reasonable sample.
The average test value is getting closer to the actual distance when the sampling is more
than 20 samples. To make it simple, 100 samples will be used in simulation test.
In simulation, the condition is ideal as everything is setup from assumption. However, a
practical test will have more interference than what we interested in. Hence, the practical
test with the real equipment is required.
The test uses one anchor and one tag on different ranges, 100 to 1000 mm in LOS and
NLOS situation, there are 20 tests. The actual distance and the measurement distance from
Pozyx tag are used to calculate RMSE. The average value is calculated each time when
the number of sampling is increased one by one. Using all of 20 tests to produce an average
result.

Figure A.2: Average value of RMSE and number of sample.
Figure A.2 shows the test result is average RMSE from different ranges test and situation,
100 to 1000 mm in LOS and NLOS situation. It seem that more than 100 samples will
give a reasonable value to use in calculation. Thus all of practical tests will use at least
100 samples on each position.

A.2 Antenna analysis
The Pozyx shell is equipped with chip UWB antenna (ACS5200HFAUWB) [13]. This
measurement will take samples of each angles of the tag antenna toward an anchor. The
test angles are 0, 45, 90, …, 315 degree on range of 200, 600, 1000, 2000 and 4000
millimeters. The sample will be taken at least 100 samples per angle.

Figure A.3: Radiation plot of receiving range.

Figure A.4: Radiation plot of RMSE in different range.
Figure A.3 shows that different angle on each range measurement is very small. At 200mm
range, the plot is much fluctuated due to a low magnitude cause by a short distance. For
longer range, the results are clearly show that direction of the antenna barely affect to the
accuracy of the device. Figure A.4 shows the effect of antenna direction more clearly. The
error different is around 50 to 100 millimeters for all of the ranges.
It seem that the antenna direction effect is small, around 5 to 10 centimeters different.
Thus the direction can be neglected for all other test.

A.3 Elevation plane analyse
In reality, there are three dimensional space, x, y and z. In this thesis, only two dimensional
space is used, x and y. The test will show that if z dimension, elevation, affect the outcome
of the test. The test consists of one anchor and one tag with distance 1 meter between
them. A measurement is made every 100 mm from 1100 mm to 0 mm above ground.

Figure A.5: Histograms from 1100 to 0 mm.
Figure A.5 shows the histogram plots are not very different, they are fluctuated from 1100
to 0 mm. The last plot seems to have less error compare to other.

Figure A.6: Mean and variance on the elevation of 1100 to 0 mm.
Figure A.6 shows mean and variance from 0 mm to 1100 mm. Both values are fluctuate
and seem not to be effect by the height apart from little shaking while holding the tag, the
last plot is only measurement that the tag is not hold by hand. In conclusion, height does
not affect the result and will not be consider in further

Appendix B
MATLAB code
B.1 Localization algorithm
B.1.1 Linearized least square estimation
%Linearized least square estimation method
function [px, py] = lse(d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,ax,ay)
%Estimate one tag position from at least 3 ranging measurements
%are required and the maximum input number of measurements is 6
%ax and ay are coordinate matrix of the anchor in x and y axis
%return estimated position in x and y coordinates
%re-arrange the input, in practical not every anchor is present in
%localization large area. Some signal might not reach the tag and it will
%affect the code
if nargin < 5
% less than 3 measurements input
error('not enough input')
return
elseif nargin == 5
% 3 measurements input
ay=d5;ax=d4;
% re-arrange input
d4=[];d5=[];d6=[];
% clear unused
%Check unreach anchor and clear the value
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;

end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 6
ay=d6;ax=d5;
d5=[];d6=[];
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 7
ay=ax;ax=d6;
d6=[];
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
if isempty(d5)
ax(5)=-1;
ay(5)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 8
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)

% 4 measurements input

% 5 measurements input

% 6 measurements input

ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
if isempty(d5)
ax(5)=-1;
ay(5)=-1;
end
if isempty(d6)
ax(6)=-1;
ay(6)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
end
%Linearized least square estimation algorithm
N = length(ax);
%Number of anchors available
d_temp = [d1';d2';d3';d4';d5';d6'];
%All measurements
temp = [];
%clear temporaly variable
for i=1:N
%average the value each anchor
e = length(d_temp(i,:));
temp = [temp;sum(d_temp(i,:))/e];
end
d_temp = temp;
b=[];
%clear matrix b
A=[];
%clear matrix A
temp = [];
%clear temporaly variable
for i=1:N-1
temp = d_temp(i).^2-ax(i).^2-ay(i).^2 ...
-d_temp(N).^2+ax(N).^2+ay(N).^2;
b = [b;temp];
%create matrix b
temp1 = ax(i)-ax(N);
temp2 = ay(i)-ay(N);
A = [A;temp1 temp2];
end
A= -2*A;
p=inv(A'*A)*A'*b;
px = p(1);
py = p(2);
end

%create matrix A
%multiply -2 to matrix A
%pseudo-inverse
%estimated x coordinate
%estimated y coordinate

B.1.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
%Maximum likelihood estimation method
function [px, py] = mle(d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,ax,ay)
%Estimate one tag position from at least 3 ranging measurements
%are required and the maximum input number of measurements is 6
%ax and ay are coordinate matrix of the anchor in x and y axis
%return estimated position in x and y coordinates
%re-arrange the input, in practical not every anchor is present in
%localization large area. Some signal might not reach the tag and it will
%affect the code
if nargin < 5
% less than 3 measurements input
error('not enough input')

return
elseif nargin == 5
% 3 measurements input
ay=d5;ax=d4;
% re-arrange input
d4=[];d5=[];d6=[];
% clear unused
%Check unreach anchor and clear the value
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 6
% 4 measurements input
ay=d6;ax=d5;
d5=[];d6=[];
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 7
% 5 measurements input
ay=ax;ax=d6;
d6=[];
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
if isempty(d5)
ax(5)=-1;
ay(5)=-1;
end

ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 8
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
if isempty(d5)
ax(5)=-1;
ay(5)=-1;
end
if isempty(d6)
ax(6)=-1;
ay(6)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
end

% 6 measurements input

%Maximum likelihood estimation algorithm
N = length(ax);
%Number of anchors available
d_temp = [d1';d2';d3';d4';d5';d6'];
%All measurements
mnd = [];
%clear mnd
var = [];
%clear variant value
for i=1:N
%calculate variant and mean value
sample = length(d_temp(i,:));
mnd = [mnd;sum(d_temp(i,:))/sample];
%mean for each anchor
var = [var;sum((d_temp(i,:)-mnd(i)).^2)/sample];%varience for each
anchors
end
m = 0;
%bias value
%Finding a maximum point in maximum likelihood equation
x2 = 0;
%x coordinate for comparing
y2 = 0;
%y coordinate for comparing
x1 = sum(ax)./N;
%x coordinate starting location asume middle area of the
anchor
y1 = sum(ay)./N;
%y coordinate starting location asume middle area of the
anchor
x = x1;
%x coordinate for comparing
y = y1;
%y coordinate for comparing
mu = 0.01;
%Sensitivity for gradient
sen = 0.001;
%Sensitivity for position
while ~(abs(x2-x1)<=0.001)||~(abs(y2-y1)<=0.001) %Finding the maximum point
x1 = x;
%set starting point on x
y1 = y;
%set starting point on y
xp = x +sen;
%next position
yp = y +sen;
%next position
xm = x -sen;
%previous position
ym = y -sen;
%previous position
Vixm = 0;
%clear value for previous position

Vixp = 0;
%clear value for next position
Viym = 0;
%clear value for previous position
Viyp = 0;
%clear value for next position
for i=1:N
%Calculate range on x and y axis for previous and next position
posxm = ((ax(i)-xm).^2+(ay(i)-y).^2).^.5;
posxp = ((ax(i)-xp).^2+(ay(i)-y).^2).^.5;
posym = ((ax(i)-x).^2+(ay(i)-ym).^2).^.5;
posyp = ((ax(i)-x).^2+(ay(i)-yp).^2).^.5;
%put in
Vxm =
Vxp =
Vym =
Vyp =
%sum
Vixm
Vixp
Viym
Viyp

maximum likelihood function for each position
-sum((d_temp(i,:)-posxm-m).^2)/(2*var(i));
-sum((d_temp(i,:)-posxp-m).^2)/(2*var(i));
-sum((d_temp(i,:)-posym-m).^2)/(2*var(i));
-sum((d_temp(i,:)-posyp-m).^2)/(2*var(i));

the value for all anchor
= Vixm+Vxm;
= Vixp+Vxp;
= Viym+Vym;
= Viyp+Vyp;

end
%create gradient for comparing in adaptive sensitivity
slopex = mu*(Vixp-Vixm)/(2*sen);
slopey = mu*(Viyp-Viym)/(2*sen);
%adaptive sensitivity
if 10*abs(slopex) >= abs(mean(mnd)) || 10*abs(slopey) >= abs(mean(mnd))
mu = mu*0.1;
end
%used gradient
slopex = mu*(Vixp-Vixm)/(2*sen);
slopey = mu*(Viyp-Viym)/(2*sen);
%final value
x2 = x1+slopex;
y2 = y1+slopey;
x = x2;
y = y2;
end
px = x;
py = y;

%estimated x coordinate
%estimated y coordinate

end

B.1.3 Weighted centroid estimation
%Weighted centroid estimation method
function [px, py] = wce(d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,ax,ay)
%Estimate one tag position from at least 3 ranging measurements
%are required and the maximum input number of measurements is 6
%ax and ay are coordinate matrix of the anchor in x and y axis
%return estimated position in x and y coordinates
%re-arrange the input, in practical not every anchor is present in
%localization large area. Some signal might not reach the tag and it will
%affect the code
if nargin < 5
% less than 3 measurements input
error('not enough input')
return
elseif nargin == 5
% 3 measurements input
ay=d5;ax=d4;
% re-arrange input
d4=[];d5=[];d6=[];
% clear unused

%Check unreach anchor and clear the value
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 6
% 4 measurements input
ay=d6;ax=d5;
d5=[];d6=[];
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 7
% 5 measurements input
ay=ax;ax=d6;
d6=[];
if isempty(d1)
ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
if isempty(d5)
ax(5)=-1;
ay(5)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
elseif nargin == 8
% 6 measurements input
if isempty(d1)

ax(1)=-1;
ay(1)=-1;
end
if isempty(d2)
ax(2)=-1;
ay(2)=-1;
end
if isempty(d3)
ax(3)=-1;
ay(3)=-1;
end
if isempty(d4)
ax(4)=-1;
ay(4)=-1;
end
if isempty(d5)
ax(5)=-1;
ay(5)=-1;
end
if isempty(d6)
ax(6)=-1;
ay(6)=-1;
end
ax(ax==-1)=[];
ay(ay==-1)=[];
end
%Weighted centroid estimation algorithm
N = length(ax);
%Number of anchors available
d_temp = [d1';d2';d3';d4';d5';d6'];
%All measurements
temp = [];
%clear temporaly variable
for i=1:N
%average the value each anchor
e = length(d_temp(i,:));
temp = [temp;sum(d_temp(i,:))/e];
end
d_temp = temp;
xnu=[];
%numerator x
xde=[];
%denominator x
ynu=[];
%numerator y
yde=[];
%denominator y
for i=1:N
%create equation
xnu = [xnu;1/d_temp(i)*ax(i)];
xde = [xde;1/d_temp(i)];
ynu = [ynu;1/d_temp(i)*ay(i)];
yde = [yde;1/d_temp(i)];
end
wc_P = [sum(xnu)/sum(xde);sum(ynu)/sum(yde)];
px = wc_P(1);
%estimated x coordinate
py = wc_P(2);
%estimated y coordinate
end

B.1.3 Fingerprint estimation
%Fingerprint estimation method
function [px, py, xpms, ypms] = fpe(d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,number_of_point,x,y)
%%Estimate one tag position from at least 3 ranging measurements
%are required and the maximum input number of measurements is 6
%x and y are distance between measurement point in mm for x and y axis
%number_of_point is number of stored point in size pattern.
%For example [4 3] will be 4x3 = 12 stored points

%fingerprint algorithm is different to other algortihms in this thesis the
%output and input also different. The inputs are mean value of each
%measurement positions from each anchor in matrix form and the outputs
%are all of the estimated position on x and y coordinates
%re-arrange the input and store data
if nargin < 6
%less than 3 measurements input
error('not enough input')
return
elseif nargin == 6
%3 measurements input
y=d6;x=d5;number_of_point=d4;
%re-arrange input
d4=[];d5=[];d6=[];
%clear unused
N=3;
%number of anchor
d(:,:,1)=d1;
%stored data
d(:,:,2)=d2;
d(:,:,3)=d3;
elseif nargin == 7
%4 measurements input
y=number_of_point;x=d6;number_of_point=d5;
d5=[];d6=[];
N=4;
d(:,:,1)=d1;
d(:,:,2)=d2;
d(:,:,3)=d3;
d(:,:,4)=d4;
elseif nargin == 8
%5 measurements input
y=x;x=number_of_point;number_of_point=d6;
d6=[];
N=5;
d(:,:,1)=d1;
d(:,:,2)=d2;
d(:,:,3)=d3;
d(:,:,4)=d4;
d(:,:,5)=d5;
elseif nargin ==9
%6 measurements input
N=6;
d(:,:,1)=d1;
d(:,:,2)=d2;
d(:,:,3)=d3;
d(:,:,4)=d4;
d(:,:,5)=d5;
d(:,:,6)=d6;
end
d(d==0)=nan;
%set nan to the data that show 0 value
%create store point map for fingerprint
px=[];
%clear px for estimated position on x axis
py=[];
%clear px for estimated position on y axis
dpm_pointx = [];
%clear number of store point x
dpm_pointy = [];
%clear number of store point y
%Calculate store points position
%first find the longest and shortest distance of the test area and stored
points
%in order to map the stored point to the actual area
ax = max([size(d,1) size(d,2)]);
ay = min([size(d,1) size(d,2)]);
nx = max([number_of_point(1) number_of_point(2)]);
ny = min([number_of_point(1) number_of_point(2)]);
%find the gap between stored points
gapx = floor(ax/nx);
gapy = floor(ay/ny);

xpms=round(gapx/2):gapx:ax;
ypms=round(gapy/2):gapy:ay;
%start collecting stored points
for xpm=round(gapx/2):gapx:ax;
for ypm=round(gapy/2):gapy:ay;
dpm_pointx = [dpm_pointx xpm];
dpm_pointy = [dpm_pointy ypm];
%dpm is the map of stored points that use in the estimation
for i = 1:N;
dpm(find(xpms==xpm),find(ypms==ypm),i) = d(xpm,ypm,i);
end
end
end
xpms=xpms*x;
%actual distance between each measurement points on x
ypms=ypms*y;
%actual distance between each measurement points on y
%finish storing data
%Fingerprint estimation algorithm
temp = [];
%clear temporaly variable
for i =1:N
temp = [temp max(max(diff(dpm(:,:,i))))];
end
treshold=max(temp);
%create treshold
for xx=1:ax
for yy=1:ay
%check if the measurement point is empty then re-arrange the data
N = [];
if ~isnan(d(xx,yy,1))
N = [N 1];
end
if ~isnan(d(xx,yy,2))
N = [N 2];
end
if ~isnan(d(xx,yy,3))
N = [N 3];
end
if ~isnan(d(xx,yy,4))
N = [N 4];
end
if ~isnan(d(xx,yy,5))
N = [N 5];
end
if ~isnan(d(xx,yy,6))
N = [N 6];
end
if isempty(N)
continue
end
s1 = size(dpm);
%size of measurement map
comp = zeros(s1(1),s1(2),length(N));%create comparing matrix
for i = 1:s1(1)
for j = 1:s1(2)
temp = [];
%comparing all measurement map
for k = 1:length(N)
comp(i,j,k) = abs(d(xx,yy,N(k))-dpm(i,j,N(k)));
temp = [temp comp(i,j,k)];
end
pos(i,j) = sum(temp);
%sum the result

end
end
pos(pos==0)=1; %clear 0 value it cause an error
[row,col] = find(pos<=min(min(pos))+treshold);%find estimated
position
%using weight incase there are more than 1 position that reach
%treshold
xnu=[];
%numerator x
xde=[];
%denominator x
ynu=[];
%numerator y
yde=[];
%denominator y
for i=1:length(row)
xnu = [xnu;xpms(row(i))/pos(row(i),col(i))];
xde = [xde;1/pos(row(i),col(i))];
ynu = [ynu;ypms(col(i))/pos(row(i),col(i))];
yde = [yde;1/pos(row(i),col(i))];
end
fp_P = [sum(xnu)/sum(xde);sum(ynu)/sum(yde)];
%Store estimated data for output
px(xx,yy) =fp_P(1);
py(xx,yy) =fp_P(2);
end
end
end

B.2 Reading data from text file
function [x, y, z, d1, r1, d2, r2, d3, r3, d4, r4, d5, r5, d6, r6] =
read(string)
%read required data from text file
%return id data position of tag in x y and z
%return distance and rss from anchor one two and three
%return all value in double except id
%Caution the text file is generate from pozyx which will have parameter of
%POS,id,x,y,z,er_x,er_y,er_z,er_xy,er_xz,er_yz,d1,r1,d2,r2,d3,r3
a = fopen(string);
c = fread(a);
d = char(c);
l = length(d);
if l ==0
x=0;y=0;z=0;d1=0;r1=0;d2=0;r2=0;d3=0;r3=0;d4=0;r4=0;d5=0;r5=0;d6=0;r6=0;
return
end
V = find(d=='V'); %skip unused data which normaly start after word 'Version'
S = find(d(V(1):end)=='S');
%find S position in text file
S = S+V(1)-1;
comma = find(d(S(1:end-1)+1)==','); %find comma next to S in text find
comma = S(comma)+1;
%comma after S position in text file
%create cell to store data
lc = length(comma);
id=cell(lc,1);
x=cell(lc,1);

y=cell(lc,1);
z=cell(lc,1);
d1=cell(lc,1);
r1=cell(lc,1);
d2=cell(lc,1);
r2=cell(lc,1);
d3=cell(lc,1);
r3=cell(lc,1);
d4=cell(lc,1);
r4=cell(lc,1);
d5=cell(lc,1);
r5=cell(lc,1);
d6=cell(lc,1);
r6=cell(lc,1);
%loop and collect the data
for i = 1:lc
j=1;
%collect
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
id(i) =strcat(id(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
%collect
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
x(i) =strcat(x(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
%collect
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
y(i) =strcat(y(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
z(i) =strcat(z(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;%skip unused parameter start from
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;

id

x position from build in function

y position from build in function

here

% end skip unused parameter here
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
d1(i) =strcat(d1(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
r1(i) =strcat(r1(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
d2(i) =strcat(d2(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
r2(i) =strcat(r2(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
d3(i) =strcat(d3(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
r3(i) =strcat(r3(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
d4(i) =strcat(d4(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
r4(i) =strcat(r4(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
d5(i) =strcat(d5(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
r5(i) =strcat(r5(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)==',')
d6(i) =strcat(d6(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
j=j+1;
while ~(d(comma(i)+j)=='P')
r6(i) =strcat(r6(i),d(comma(i)+j));
j=j+1;
end
end

% 1st anchor distance

% 1st anchor RSS

% 2nd anchor distance

% 2nd anchor RSS

% 3rd anchor distance

% 3rd anchor RSS

% 4th anchor distance

% 4th anchor RSS

% 5th anchor distance

% 5th anchor RSS

% 6th anchor distance

% 6th anchor RSS

%change string to double
x=str2double(x);
y=str2double(y);
z=str2double(z);
d1=str2double(d1);
r1=str2double(r1);
d2=str2double(d2);
r2=str2double(r2);
d3=str2double(d3);
r3=str2double(r3);
d4=str2double(d4);
r4=str2double(r4);
d5=str2double(d5);
r5=str2double(r5);
d6=str2double(d6);
r6=str2double(r6);
%check if the data is error
if mean(d1)>=1000000
d1=[];
end
if mean(d2)>=1000000
d2=[];
end
if mean(d3)>=1000000
d3=[];
end
if mean(d4)>=1000000
d4=[];
end
if mean(d5)>=1000000
d5=[];
end
if mean(d6)>=1000000
d6=[];
end
fclose('all');
end

Note. The code is for reading six anchors only. To read other number of the anchors some
parameter need to be changed. Firstly the variables need to be changed according to the
number of used anchors. Then, increasing or decreasing the number of collecting code in
the loop function.

B.3 Simulation test
The code is used in chapter for testing the algorithms before apply them with the real data.
There are several simulations in the section that base on the one below.
clc
clear all
close all
%Clear variable

ls=[];
ml=[];
wc=[];
fp=[];
f1=[];
f2=[];
f3=[];
f4=[];
%create PM for fingerprint
dpm_pointx = [];
dpm_pointy = [];
number_of_point = 10;
%Number of stored point
a = 100;
gap = round(a/number_of_point);
ax = [10;50;80];
%anchors position on x axis
ay = [30;80;20];
%anchors position on y axis
N = length(ax);
mean_n = 10;
sigma = 1;
sample = 100;
xpms=1:gap:a;
ypms=1:gap:a;
for xpm=1:gap:a
for ypm=1:gap:a
dpm_pointx = [dpm_pointx xpm];
dpm_pointy = [dpm_pointy ypm];
tx = xpm;ty = ypm;
d = sqrt((tx-ax).^2+(ty-ay).^2); %true distance between tag and anchor
n_los = sigma*randn([N sample]);
n_nlos = mean_n+n_los;
d_los = zeros(N,size(n_los,2));
d_nlos = zeros(N,size(n_nlos,2));
for i=1:sample
d_los(:,i) = d + n_los(:,i);
%use for los situation
d_nlos(:,i) = d + n_nlos(:,i);
%use for nlos situation
end
d_use = d_los;%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i = 1:N;
dpm(find(xpms==xpm),find(ypms==ypm),i) = mean(d_use(i,:));
end
end
end
for x=1:100
%Variable setion
a = 100;
tx = x;
ty = x;
N = 3;
ax = [10;50;80];
ay = [30;80;20];
d = sqrt((tx-ax).^2+(ty-ay).^2);
chors

%area size
%tag position on x axis
%tag position on y axis
%number of anchor
%anchors position on x axis
%anchors position on y axis
%true distance between tag and an-

%Interference for LOS and NLOS situation
mean_n = 10;
sigma = 1;
sample = 100;

n_los = sigma*randn([N sample]);
n_nlos = mean_n+n_los;
d_los = zeros(N,size(n_los,2));
d_nlos = zeros(N,size(n_nlos,2));
for i=1:sample
d_los(:,i) = d + n_los(:,i);
d_nlos(:,i) = d + n_nlos(:,i);
end
d_use = d_los;

%use for los situation
%use for nlos situation
%Choose situation between los and nlos

%Least square estimation
[ls_P(1), ls_P(2)]=lse(d_use(1,:),d_use(1,:),d_use(1,:),ax,ay);
ls_P=ls_P';
%Maximum likelihood estimation
[ml_P(1), ml_P(2)]=mle(d_use(1,:),d_use(1,:),d_use(1,:),ax,ay);
ml_P=ml_P';
%weight centroid
[wc_P(1), wc_P(2)]=wce(d_use(1,:),d_use(1,:),d_use(1,:),ax,ay);
wc_P=wc_P';
%finger print W
s1 = size(dpm);
comp = zeros(s1(1),s1(2),N);
d_temp = mean(d_use,2);
%choose los or nlos situation
for i = 1:s1(1)
for j = 1:s1(2)
for k = 1:N
comp(i,j,k) = abs(d_temp(k)-dpm(i,j,k));
end
end
end
pos = comp(:,:,1)+comp(:,:,2)+comp(:,:,3);
[row,col] = find(pos<=min(min(pos))+gap);
xnu=[];
%numerator x
xde=[];
%denominator x
ynu=[];
%numerator y
yde=[];
%denominator y
for i=1:length(row)
xnu = [xnu;xpms(row(i))/pos(row(i),col(i))];
xde = [xde;1/pos(row(i),col(i))];
ynu = [ynu;ypms(col(i))/pos(row(i),col(i))];
yde = [yde;1/pos(row(i),col(i))];
end
fp_P = [sum(xnu)/sum(xde);sum(ynu)/sum(yde)];

%Store data
f1 = [f1 sqrt((ls_P(1)-tx).^2+(ls_P(2)-ty).^2)];
f2 = [f2 sqrt((ml_P(1)-tx).^2+(ml_P(2)-ty).^2)];
f3 = [f3 sqrt((wc_P(1)-tx).^2+(wc_P(2)-ty).^2)];
f4 = [f4 sqrt((fp_P(1)-tx).^2+(fp_P(2)-ty).^2)];
ls=[ls
ml=[ml
wc=[wc
fp=[fp
end

ls_P];
ml_P];
wc_P];
fp_P];

B.4 Ranging experimental
This code is used in ranging experimental in section 5. Some parameter need to be change
to match the test but they all are based on the same code.
clear all
close all
clc
%add data path
addpath('*********');

for i = 1:33
i_st = (i-1)*500;

%number of measurements
%the gap between measurement points

direct = strcat(i_st,'_ranginghall.txt') %matching the name to read file
%read the data from txt file one by one
[x_temp, y_temp, z_temp, d1_temp, r1_temp, d2_temp, ...
r2_temp, d3_temp, r3_temp] = read(direct);
d_mean_LOS(i) = mean(d1_temp);
d_LOS(i,:) = d1_temp(1:100);

%store mean of data
%sotre data

end
clear x_temp y_temp z_temp d1_temp r1_temp d2_temp r2_temp d3_temp
r3_temp ...
d4_temp r4_temp d5_temp r5_temp d6_temp r6_temp

for i = 1:33
i_st = (i-1)*500;

%number of measurements
%the gap between measurement points

d_act_LOS(i) = sqrt((i_st).^2 + (800).^2);
e_LOS(i,:) = d_LOS(i,:) - d_act_LOS(i);

%actual distance
%error for histogram plot

end
error_LOS = d_mean_LOS - d_act_LOS;
%variance
vlos=var(error_LOS,1,2);
%standard deviation
slos=sqrt(vlos);
%mean
mlos=mean(error_LOS,2);

B.5 Localization experimental
This code is used in localization experimental in section 6. Some parameter need to be
change to match the test but they all are based on the same code.

clear all
close all
clc
%add data path
addpath('*********');
%Anchor
N = 4;
ax = [200;4200;200;4200];
ay = [0;0;2300;2300];

%number of anchor
%x axis position
%y axis position

%matrix for collecting value for all position
x_mean = zeros(42,11);
y_mean = zeros(42,11);
z_mean = zeros(42,11);
d1_mean = zeros(42,11);
r1_mean = zeros(42,11);
d2_mean = zeros(42,11);
r2_mean = zeros(42,11);
d3_mean = zeros(42,11);
r3_mean = zeros(42,11);
d4_mean = zeros(42,11);
r4_mean = zeros(42,11);
error1 = zeros(42,11);
px_lse = zeros(42,11);
py_lse = zeros(42,11);
error_lse = zeros(42,11);
px_mle = zeros(42,11);
py_mle = zeros(42,11);
error_mle = zeros(42,11);
py_wce = zeros(42,11);
error_wce = zeros(42,11);
timels=[];
timeml=[];
timewc=[];

%clear vaiable to store compute time of lse
%clear vaiable to store compute time of mle
%clear vaiable to store compute time of wce

%loop function to read and estimate position using lse, mle, and wce
for i = 1:42
%number of measurements on x axis
i_st = i*100;
%the gap between measurement points
i_st = num2str(i_st);
%change to string to read file
for j = 1:11
%number of measurements on y axis
j_st = 100+(j-1)*200;
%the gap between measurement points
j_st = num2str(j_st);
%change to string to read file
direct = strcat(i_st,'_',j_st,'_localizesmall4anchors.txt') %create
name
%read the data from txt file one by one
[x_temp, y_temp, z_temp, d1_temp, r1_temp, d2_temp, ...
r2_temp, d3_temp, r3_temp, d4_temp, r4_temp] = read4anchor(direct);
%store mean value
x_mean(i,j) = mean(x_temp);
y_mean(i,j) = mean(y_temp);
z_mean(i,j) = mean(z_temp);
d1_mean(i,j) = mean(d1_temp);
r1_mean(i,j) = mean(r1_temp);
d2_mean(i,j) = mean(d2_temp);
r2_mean(i,j) = mean(r2_temp);
d3_mean(i,j) = mean(d3_temp);

r3_mean(i,j) = mean(r3_temp);
d4_mean(i,j) = mean(d4_temp);
r4_mean(i,j) = mean(r4_temp);
%estimate position and calculate error for build-in function, llse,
%mle, and wce including recording time
error1(i,j) = sqrt((x_mean(i,j)-(i*100)).^2+(y_mean(i,j)-(100+(j1)*200)).^2);
tic;
[px_lse(i,j), py_lse(i,j)] =
lse(d1_temp,d2_temp,d3_temp,d4_temp,ax,ay);tls=toc;
error_lse(i,j) = sqrt((px_lse(i,j)-(i*100)).^2+(py_lse(i,j)-(100+(j1)*200)).^2);
tic;
[px_mle(i,j), py_mle(i,j)] =
mle(d1_temp,d2_temp,d3_temp,d4_temp,ax,ay);tml=toc;
error_mle(i,j) = sqrt((px_mle(i,j)-(i*100)).^2+(py_mle(i,j)-(100+(j1)*200)).^2);
tic;
[px_wce(i,j), py_wce(i,j)] =
wce(d1_temp,d2_temp,d3_temp,d4_temp,ax,ay);twc=toc;
error_wce(i,j) = sqrt((px_wce(i,j)-(i*100)).^2+(py_wce(i,j)-(100+(j1)*200)).^2);
%store
timels
timeml
timewc

computaion time for each algorithm
= [timels tls];
= [timeml tml];
= [timewc twc];

end
end
clear x_temp y_temp z_temp d1_temp r1_temp d2_temp r2_temp d3_temp
r3_temp ...
d4_temp r4_temp d5_temp r5_temp d6_temp r6_temp

%for fingerprint use only
tic;[px_fpe, py_fpe, xpm, ypm] = fpe(d1_mean,d2_mean,d3_mean,d4_mean,[10
2],100,200);tfp=toc;
for i = 1:42
for j = 1:11
error_fpe(i,j) = sqrt((px_fpe(i,j)-(i*100)).^2+(py_fpe(i,j)-(100+(j1)*200)).^2);
end
end
%average processing time on each position
av_timels = mean(timels);
av_timeml = mean(timeml);
av_timewc = mean(timewc);
av_timefp = tfp/(42*11);

%Average max min for error of each algorithm
a1 = mean(mean(error1));
a2 = mean(mean(error_lse));
a3 = mean(mean(error_mle));
a4 = mean(mean(error_wce));
a5 = mean(mean(error_fpe));
mx1 = max(max(error1));
mx2 = max(max(error_lse));
mx3 = max(max(error_mle));
mx4 = max(max(error_wce));

mx5
mn1
mn2
mn3
mn4
mn5

=
=
=
=
=
=

max(max(error_fpe));
min(min(error1));
min(min(error_lse));
min(min(error_mle));
min(min(error_wce));
min(min(error_fpe));

Appendix C
Arduino and Processing code

The code is mainly base on the given example from Pozyx website. There are only few
line of the code that need to be added.

C.1 Arduino code ready_to_localize
Add
Pozyx.doRanging(anchors[i], &range);

to line 135 before
Pozyx.getDeviceRangeInfo(anchors[i], &range);

By default the example code can do ranging up to four anchors. If the number of anchors
is more than four while the code is not added, the ranging result from the fifth anchor and
above is not available.
Add
uint8_t list_size;
int status;
status = Pozyx.getDeviceListSize(&list_size);
Serial.print("list size: ");
Serial.println(status*list_size);

if(list_size == 0){
Serial.println("Calibration failed.");
Serial.println(Pozyx.getSystemError());
return;
}
uint16_t device_ids[list_size];
status &= Pozyx.getDeviceIds(device_ids,list_size);
Serial.println(F("Calibration result:"));
Serial.print(F("Anchors found: "));
Serial.println(list_size);
coordinates_t anchor_coor;
for(int i=0; i<list_size; i++)
{
Serial.print("ANCHOR,");
Serial.print("0x");
Serial.print(device_ids[i], HEX);
Serial.print(",");
status = Pozyx.getDeviceCoordinates(device_ids[i], &anchor_coor);
Serial.print(anchor_coor.x);
Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(anchor_coor.y);
Serial.print(",");
Serial.println(anchor_coor.z);
}

to line 198 in
SetAnchorsManual()

There is a setAnchorManual function in originated code. However, it will not print the
anchors detail through serial. This code will print anchor detail through serial port.

C.2 Processing code pozyx_ready_to_localize
Add
output = createWriter( "name.txt" );

to line 130 to create .txt file
Add
if ( inString != null ) {

output.println(inString);
}

to line 334 to write data on .txt file
Add
output.flush(); // Writes the remaining data to the file
output.close(); // Finishes the file
exit(); // Stops the program

to line 380 to finish and close .txt file

